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Eyewear Equipped with a Triaxial Accelerometer Detects 
Age-Related Changes in Ambulatory Activity 

 

Abstract 
Aging is known as a risk factor for gait disorders, which lead to reduced quality of life. Gait disorders 
can potentially be a sign of a preclinical phase of neurological diseases. Therefore, routine monitoring 
of changes in ambulatory activity with age can lead to early detection of such disorders. JINS MEME is 
eyewear equipped with a triaxial accelerometer (mediolateral, anteroposterior, and vertical) and capable 
of measuring acceleration signals during gait. To validate effectiveness of JINS MEME in routinely 
monitoring age-related changes in ambulatory activity, the present study tested three hypotheses: (1) 
the frequency of mediolateral body sway during gait increases with age, (2) the variability of gait speed 
(anteroposterior) increases with age, and (3) the frequency of vertical body sway during gait increases 
with age. The present study included 118 subjects aged 25–69 years. The acceleration signals were 
measured by JINS MEME while each subject walked down a barrier-free 20-meter-long level corridor at 
a natural pace. Triaxial variances known for reflecting gait stability, were calculated from the acceleration 
signals during gait. An association between each of the triaxial variances and age was assessed by 
multiple linear robust regression analysis including sex as a nuisance covariate. We found significant 
positive correlations between the anteroposterior variance and age and between the vertical variance 
and age. The results supported our second and third hypotheses and raised an intriguing possibility that 
the triaxial accelerometer of JINS MEME is capable of detecting age-related changes in ambulatory 
activity. 
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Introduction 

Falls in the elderly tend to occur when walking (Cali and Kiel 1995; Norton et al. 1997), and human 
gait has been known to undergo age-related changes. For example, gait speed was reportedly 
reduced with advancing age (Oberg, Karsznia, and Oberg 1993; Bohannon 1997; Callisaya et al. 
2008; Callisaya et al. 2010; Park et al. 2016), and it has been shown that the elderly exhibit 
changes in walking stability, i.e., a more conservative gait pattern (Menz et al. 2003). Besides age, 
cognitive ability has been known to correlate with measures of physical ability. For example, 
elderly individuals with reduced handgrip strength exhibited a significant decline in cognitive 
function (Alfaro-Acha et al. 2006); cognitive declines were associated with weaknesses in walking 
at a normal pace (Tabbarah, Crimmins, and Seeman 2002); reduction of gait speed correlated 
with cognitive declines (Marquis et al. 2002; Alfaro-Acha et al. 2007; Inzitari et al. 2008; Soumare 
et al. 2009; Atkinson et al. 2010); and the elderly with shorter step lengths were shown to have a 
higher risk of cognitive decline (Taniguchi et al. 2012). As suggested by these findings, gait is 
linked to aging and cognitive decline. In theory, routine monitoring of a person’s ambulatory 
activity may contribute in detecting a preclinical phase of neurological diseases. 

To achieve routine monitoring of ambulatory activity, it is desirable to use a wearable device 
which is capable of single-handedly recording ambulatory activity. To our knowledge, most 
previous studies focusing on ambulatory activity used systems or devices dedicated for recording 
ambulatory activity (e.g., sensors attached to the body and treadmill). In some cases, professional 
staff were employed to assess a subjects’ gait performance. The present study used JINS MEME 
to record ambulatory activity. This is eyewear equipped with a triaxial accelerometer, and 
recording data does not require an expert (Ishimaru et al. 2014; Kanoh et al. 2015). JINS MEME 
promises to monitor ambulatory activity without interrupting daily life. 

The elderly are known to undergo age-related physiological changes, e.g., decline in limb 
strength. Therefore, gait stability must decline with age. Measuring acceleration during gait was 
an effective evaluation of gait stability (Senden et al. 2012; Nakano et al. 2013). A triaxial 
accelerometer previously revealed significant differences in acceleration signals between young 
and old subjects (Menz et al. 2003). The triaxial accelerometer in JINS MEME is therefore 
expected to detect age-related changes in gait stability. To assess the changes in gait stability, 
the present study used variability of signals recorded by the accelerometer, which reflects gait 
stability (Menz, Lord, and Fitzpatrick 2003; Senden et al. 2012; Nakano et al. 2013). The main 
objective of the present study is to validate effectiveness of JINS MEME in monitoring age-related 
changes in ambulatory activity. To this end, the present study tested the following hypotheses:  

 If the frequency of mediolateral body sway during gait increases because of a decline in 
gait stability with age, then variability of mediolateral acceleration signals during gait 
should increase with age. 

 If the stability of gait speed (anteroposterior) decreases because of a decline in gait 
stability with age, then variability of anteroposterior acceleration signals during gait should 
increase with age. 

 If the frequency of vertical body sway during gait increases because of a decline in gait 
stability with age, then variability of vertical acceleration signals during gait should 
increase with age. 

To test our hypotheses, triaxial acceleration signals were measured using JINS MEME while 
subjects walked along a 20-meter-long straight corridor. Triaxial variances were calculated from 
the measured acceleration signals. We subsequently applied multiple linear robust regression 
analysis to the variance data to analyze our data. 
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Figure 1. Age and sex distribution of study subjects. The y-axis represents age-groups and the x-axis 
represents the number of subjects within each age-group. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Subjects 

The study included 118 healthy Japanese subjects (63 males and 55 females; age 25–69 years; 
45.5 ± 14.0 years, mean ± SD). The subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and could 
walk unassisted. Number of subjects for each half decade of age and sex is shown in Figure 1. 

JINS MEME Measurement 

To record ambulatory activity, we used JINS MEME (Ishimaru et al. 2014; Kanoh et al. 2015), 
which is equipped with a triaxial accelerometer (x: mediolateral direction; y: anteroposterior 
direction; z: vertical direction; Figure 2). Signals from the accelerometer were converted from 
analog to digital data (resolution, 16 bits; sampling rate, 100 Hz) by the A/D converter in JINS 
MEME. The digital data was transmitted to a PC by Bluetooth LE. To receive the digital data on 
PC, we used “Designated viewer”, which is a software designed for receiving digital data from 
JINS MEME and runs on the used operating system Microsoft Windows 8.1 (64bit). Electrical 
power was provided to JINS MEME by a built-in rechargeable lithium-ion battery (continuous use: 
up to 16 hours). The weight of JINS MEME was approximately 36 g. 

Experimental Conditions 

Each subject wearing JINS MEME performed an experimental session, which comprised two rest 
blocks and two blocks of gait (Figure 3). In the first rest block, the subjects were instructed to 
remain standing for five seconds; in the first block of gait, the subjects were instructed to walk 
down a barrier-free 20-meter-long level corridor at a natural pace (Figure 4); in the second rest 
block the subjects were instructed to turn around after remaining standing for first five seconds, 
and to remain standing for another five seconds; in the second block of gait the subjects were 
instructed to walk back down the corridor to the original start at a natural pace. 
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Figure 2. JINS MEME with a triaxial accelerometer (x: mediolateral, y: anteroposterior, z: vertical). We 
used a version of JINS MEME, which is designed specifically for academic research purposes 
(for details, https://jins-meme.com/en/academic/). 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Experimental procedure of a session. 

 
 

A 

 

B 

 

C 

 
 

Figure 4. Experimental environment. (A) Gait condition. (B) Barrier-free 20-meter level corridor used in the 
experiment. (C) Floor on which loose carpet tiles were spread. 

https://jins-meme.com/en/academic/
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Data Analysis 

Data analysis in the present study was accomplished with Matlab (Version 9.0.1, Mathworks Inc., 
Natick, MA, USA). Data analysis consisted of summarization of the acceleration signals and a 
subsequent regression analysis to test our hypotheses. The procedure of the summarization of 
the acceleration signals was as follows: first, triaxial acceleration signals during each block of gait 
were extracted; second, eighth order polynomial detrending was applied to the extracted signals 
to remove low-frequency drifts; third, variances were calculated from the detrended signals to 
estimate fluctuation of acceleration signals of each axis during gait; fourth, the variances were 
averaged across the two blocks of gait separately for the triaxial acceleration signals; lastly, the 
averaged variances for each axis were z-normalized across the subjects. In a regression analysis, 
an association between the normalized variances for each axis and the age of the subjects was 
assessed using robust linear regression including sex as a nuisance covariate (i.e., Variance ~ 1 
+ Age + Sex). Age was treated as a continuous variable. Robustness of the regression was 
approached by bisquare weighting. We performed t-tests and calculated the corresponding p-
values of regression coefficients between the variances and age, and then investigated whether 
the coefficients were statistically significant (two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05). 

Results 

To investigate associations between each of the triaxial variances and age of the subjects, we 
performed robust linear regression analysis. We then investigated whether the regression 
coefficient of each axis with age was statistically significant. As shown in Figure 5, we confirmed 
that age was not correlated with the variances recorded on the x-axis (Coef. = 5.5 × 10−3, t115 = 
0.85, p = 0.397). On the other hand, age significantly positively correlated with the variances 
recorded on the y and z axes (y: Coef. = 0.017, t115 = 3.5, p = 6.7 × 10−4; z: Coef. = 0.014, t115 = 
2.8, p = 5.3 × 10−3). The obtained results supported the second and third of our hypotheses. 
 

 

Figure 5. Associations between each of the triaxial variances (x: mediolateral, y: anteroposterior, z: 
vertical) and age. Each scatter plot shows the relationship between the variances calculated 
from the acceleration signals during gait and age of the subjects. “Coef.” represents the 
regression coefficient between the variances and age. The nuisance covariates (i.e., sex and 
an intercept) were regressed out from the variances. Each red line shows variances estimated 
from age. 

Discussion 

To validate the effectiveness of JINS MEME in monitoring age-related changes in ambulatory 
activity, we tested three hypotheses. Our findings show that:  

 The variances of the x-axis (mediolateral) acceleration signals did not significantly 
correlate with age.  
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 The variances of the y-axis (anteroposterior) acceleration signals significantly positively 
correlated with age.  

 The variances of the z-axis (vertical) acceleration signals significantly positively 
correlated with age.  

The findings supported the second and third of our hypotheses but not the first hypothesis. The 
present study suggests that JINS MEME is effective in routinely monitoring age-related changes 
in ambulatory activity. 

For the x-axis (mediolateral), JINS MEME could not reveal a significant correlation between 
the variances and age. A possible explanation is that the mediolateral variances reflected 
individual differences rather than age-related frequency of body sway. Previous studies confirmed 
an effect of age on mediolateral accelerations, i.e., the elderly exhibited larger root mean square 
(RMS) values of mediolateral acceleration signals during gait than the young (Menz et al. 2003; 
Mazzà et al. 2008). The inconsistency may lie in differences in age-groups of elderly subjects. In 
contrast to our study population, the previous studies focused on subjects older than 70 years. 

For the y-axis (anteroposterior), JINS MEME showed a significant positive correlation 
between the variances and age. The obtained results supported our second hypothesis that the 
stability of gait speed decreases because of a decline in gait stability with age. Inconsistent with 
our results, previous studies observed no significant differences between the young and elderly 
in RMS values of anteroposterior acceleration signals during gait (Menz et al. 2003; Mazzà et al. 
2008). Reportedly, ethnic differences in gait speed exist, e.g., Japanese elderly exhibit faster gait 
speed than elderly Caucasians (Aoyagi et al. 2001) and non-Asian elderly people in general (Ando 
et al. 2015). Our facts suggest that changes in ambulatory activity with age of Japanese 
individuals show a pattern different from that of populations in the previous studies. Thus, ethnical 
differences may cause the inconsistency between our results and the previous results. 

For the z-axis (vertical), JINS MEME showed a significant positive correlation between the 
variances and age. The obtained results supported our third hypothesis that the frequency of 
vertical body sway during gait increases because of a decline in gait stability with age. Conversely, 
previous studies showed that the elderly exhibited significantly smaller RMS values of vertical 
accelerations during gait than the young (Menz et al. 2003; Mazzà et al. 2008). The elderly have 
generally been known to exhibit a more conservative gait pattern, which leads to a reduction in 
magnitude of accelerations. This may reflect a compensatory strategy to maintain balance under 
declining physiological functions, e.g., lower limb strength (Menz et al. 2003). Further research is 
needed to reveal an association between variability of vertical accelerations during gait and aging. 

Although the present study suggests the effectiveness of JINS MEME in routinely monitoring 
ambulatory activity, it has four important limitations: 

 As shown in Figure 1, the sample size of our populations was relatively small in the range 
from 40–45 and 65–70 years; in addition, it was uneven at each gender (particularly in 
35–40 years). A larger and gender-balanced sample ought to provide more precise data 
on ambulatory activity changes with age. 

 It is unclear exactly whether our findings reflect age-related changes in gait because the 
cross-sectional design was employed in the present study. 

 Flooring may affect gait. The present study used a corridor on which loose carpet tiles 
were spread. Additional research is needed to investigate effects of different flooring on 
acceleration signals from JINS MEME. 

 Shoes and clothing worn by the subjects were not uniform across the study subjects. As 
materials of soles and stretch of clothes may affect ambulatory activity, such effects 
should be considered in future research. 
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